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Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to summarise the changes in the release of SOS Connect and 
SOS Accounts V4.18.16 & V5.18.16 revision 19773.  It is aimed at those clients who are 
considering upgrading to this version, but is also an important resource of information for anyone 
who will be installing, supporting or scripting in this version.  This summary document contains the 
following information: 

• Critical bulletins relating to this release 

• Important changes to compatibility, pre-requisites or configuration 

• Changes to access rights, existing software features, scripting cards or standard scripts 

• Details of software enhancements available in this release 

• A bug fix catalogue for the fixes made in this release 

Separate documents are supplied detailing the pre-requisites, compatibility and configuration of an 
SOS system.  Where appropriate, separate documents are provided containing details of the major 
enhancements.  All documents relating to this release should be read before installing the new 
version of SOS software on any environment. 
 

Key features in this release 

The most significant set of changes in this release, though not visible to end users, are those which 
will allow future versions of SOS software to run on Progress OpenEdge 12.  SOS is not yet 
shipping production software to run with the OpenEdge 12 infrastructure: this will not be available 
until around summer/autumn 2022, but extensive application changes have been necessary to 
make SOS fully compatible with current and future OpenEdge versions.   

In addition to these major underlying changes, this release contains a number of important 
accounting updates and fixes, as well as some new Connect scripting components, and a much-
improved standard script to handle the manual attachment of Outlook emails to SOS Connect. 

 

IMPORTANT: Outlook integration in SOS Accounts (Practice Manager) 

In this and recent releases of our SOS software, we are starting to decommission all user-interface 
Outlook integration features in SOS Accounts (Practice Manager), specifically the visibility of the 
Outlook inbox in the Document Organiser screen (the “Email Manager” package).  With recent 
changes in server infrastructures and authentication systems, the SOS Accounts application can no 
longer reliably make valid MAPI connections to Microsoft Exchange servers, especially fully hosted 
Office 365 servers.  Extensive integration with Microsoft Outlook is already available in SOS 
Connect.  The removal of user-interface integration with Outlook from the accounts system will not 
affect the production of EFT email remittances which will continue to be fully supported.  Users who 
are currently using email integration within the SOS Accounts system, including “Client Inform” 
integration, should contact their SOS account manager as a matter of urgency so that we can 
assess the extent to which these features are currently being used. 
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Installation of release files 

SOS will normally insist that any new software release is installed on a customer’s own test 
environment first, so that the customer can complete their own final acceptance testing before the 
new version is installed on to a live environment.  Particular attention should be paid to the changes 
highlighted in this main document and related documents for this release.  Once you have 
confirmed to SOS Support that your testing has been completed to your satisfaction, a time slot will 
need to be booked for the upgrade of your live system.  Note that users will not be able to use the 
live system during the live upgrade. 

Functionally, versions V4.18.16 & V5.18.16 are identical.  The difference between the two versions 
is that they are built to run on different versions of the Progress OpenEdge infrastructure.  The 
following explains the infrastructure requirements for each version: 

SOS Software Version Recommended Progress 
OpenEdge infrastructure 

Other infrastructures certified to be 
compatible 

4.17.24 and above OpenEdge 10.2B SP8 OpenEdge 10.2B SP7 

5.17.24 and above OpenEdge 11.7 SP5 OpenEdge 11.3 SP1 

OpenEdge 11.5 SP1 

OpenEdge 11.6 SP4 

OpenEdge 11.7 SP4 to SP10 

 

These Progress OpenEdge infrastructure requirements apply to both server and client machines.   

In each software release, Progress object code is supplied in 4 packs: 4.18 32bit, 4.18 64bit, 5.18 
32bit and 5.18 64bit.  None of these object code sets is interchangeable.  The correct set of object 
code must be applied to the SOS AppServer for the version required, based on the Progress 
OpenEdge infrastructure installed on the server.  Only the 32bit versions can be used on client 
machines to run SOS Accounts. 

SOS Connect client-side object code is supplied in 4 packs: 4.18 32bit, 4.18 64bit, 5.18 32bit and 
5.18 64bit.  The pack with the correct version number must be installed for SOS Connect client PCs, 
and the “bit-ness” (32bit/64bit) should be selected to match the bit-ness of the Microsoft Office 
installation on the client machine.  This will ensure better client-side integration with Microsoft Office. 
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Updated components in this release 

The following components and services have been updated in this release: 

Component Changed in this release 
(requires installation update) 

SOS Connect YES 

SOS Accounts (Practice Manager) YES 

Database view definitions NO 

Server-side email filing service YES 

Word Addin NO 

Outlook Addin NO 

Document attach service NO 

IManage integration YES 

Infotrack integration service NO 

SOS Connect customization YES 

Crystal Reports layouts YES 

Data Dictionary (HTML catalogue) YES 

SOS Connect Scripts YES 

EFT payment templates YES 

 
 

Changes to pre-requisites, compatibility and configuration 

There are no changes to pre-requisites, compatibility or configuration in this release.  For full details 
of pre-requisites, compatibility and configuration please refer to the accompanying document.   
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BREAKING CHANGES 

Changes to SOS scripts, existing software features and user access rights are described below. 

As normal, developers who are directly integrating to SOS API services should update their Proxy 
DLL references to the correct DLL file version when connecting to SOS systems running this latest 
patch update. 

 

Changes to existing software features 

There are no significant changes to existing software features in this release. 

 

Changes to SOS Scripts 

The standard SOS script OutlookAttachEmail.sos has been updated in this release.  Full details of 
the changes made can be found further down in these release notes under ticket number 16683. 

 

Changes to SOS Crystal Reports 

There are no changes to the SOS Crystal reports in this release. 

 

Changes for API Integrators 

There are no breaking changes for API Integrators in this release.  Some improvements have been 
made in this release to the handling of certain types of database updates when multiple concurrent 
external batch-posting applications are connecting to an SOS appserver with the same user id in 
parallel.  Full details of the changes made can be found further down in these release notes under 
ticket number 16683. 

 

Changes to User Access Rights 

There are no changes to user access rights in this release. 

 

Summary of bug fixes & minor changes 

This release contains a number of fixes and minor changes in both SOS Accounts and SOS 
Connect covering a variety of software areas.  Full details of the fixes and minor changes are 
provided at the end of this document. 
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Updates in this release 

New and improved features in this release are detailed below.  The numbers in brackets after the 
headings are the internal SOS development ticket numbers that were used to track the software 
changes. 

 

Changes to SOS Accounts 

Updated application screens for future compatibility with OpenEdge12 (16527) 

In this release, further changes which were started in the release of 4.18.15 and 5.18.15 have been 
made for future compatibility with 64-bit versions of SOS Accounts and OpenEdge 12.  The 
changes in this release are detailed below.  Previous changes can be found in the release notes 
which accompanied 4.18.15 and 5.18.15. 

For the most part, very few or very subtle visible changes have been made, to make sure the 
software remains as familiar as possible to existing SOS Accounts users.  However, in some areas 
it has been necessary to incorporate some changes which have resulted in a visible change.  These 
changes have been kept to a minimum. 

SOS Accounts Screen Amendments Made 

Client create / amend - Conflict 
Search 

Listview replaced by grid 

Chart of Accounts The whole screen 

Client Enquiry Details Tab (private & 
business) 

Address / Telephones listview replaced by grid 

General Search (window & dialog 
versions) 

Client / Matter / Archive display for contacts / organisations – Listviews replaced by 
grids 

Contact Add / Amend Address / Telephones listview replaced by grid 

Contact Enquiry Summary tab Address / Telephones listview replaced by grid 

Document Organiser Toolbar replaced with alternative version 

Documents lists – Document 
Organiser, Matter Enquiry etc 

Toolbar replaced with alternative version 

Document Organiser messenging Toolbar replaced with alternative version 

Document Creation Wizard Templates listview replaced by grid 

FE Desktop Documents Listview replaced by grid 

Nominal Detail Enquiry Loading animation replaced with red "LOADING....." field 

Organisation Add / Amend Address / Telephones listview replaced by grid 

Organisation Enquiry Summary tab Address / Telephones listview replaced by grid 

Make Relationship (from View 
Relationship Clipboard in e.g. Contact 
Enquiry Relationship tab) 

Listview replaced by grid 

Report Sets Treeview replaced with alternative version 

Telephones List Listview replaced by grid 
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Below are some examples where screens have had to change due to the above listed amendments.  
Please note these changes have been unavoidable and as such cannot be undone. 

Document Organiser 

Old screen 

 

 

New screen with no e-mail (Mail) option 

 

 

Document Lists 

Old screen 

 

 

New screen with no e-mail (Send to) option 
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Document Organiser 

Old screen 

 

New screen with no e-mail (Mail) option 

 

 

Updated nominal budget load - allow loading of budgets against cost centres (16518) 

A change has been made to Nominal Budget Load to allow loading of nominal budgets a standard 
user when Fee Earner or Matter Type selected for an import line is a department rather than a 
normal Fee Earner / Matter Type.  A warning is displayed on the generated report “Warning – Cost 
centre budget loaded against non-cost-centre-nominal”.  When you close the report you will be 
asked if you wish to continue.  If you click Yes, the loading will continue. Errors on the import file will 
continue to work as normal. 

 

Updated reports to use less application memory (16538) 

An update has been made to some core reporting functions to reduce the amount of memory being 
used.  In previous versions it was not possible to run certain “DBF style” reports if there were more 
than 3,200 fee earners defined in the system.  The reports below benefit from this update: 

• aged debtors report 

• aged disbursements report 

• costs paid report 

• marketing statistics report 

• trial balance report 

• undertakings report 

• WIP recoveries report 
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Resolved issue with posting date and “Write-Off Time” bills (13032 / 14071 / 16325 / 16371) 

An amendment has been made in this release in relation to the Bill Date which is entered in the 
following screen when creating a “Write-Off Time” Bill. 

 

 

In previous releases, the date entered in the Bill Date field highlighted above was not then honoured 
when the Write-Off Bill was posted to the Matter.  The date used would in fact be “todays” date. 

Following the amendment made in this release, any Bill Date entered by the user will now be 
honoured, and that said date will now show in the matter. 

 

 

Updated code architecture for flexibility and future compatibility (16498) 

In this release, the underlying application architecture relating to the use of “globally shared 
variables” has been updated, replaced with a more future-proof object-orientated approach to 
storing various parameters that persist for each user session.  These changes are not visible in the 
application but give greater flexibility for future development work.  These changes were necessary 
as part of the work required for future compatibility with OpenEdge 12. 
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Added new report for Scottish branches - Client float report (16649) 

A new report for Scottish branches has been added to the folder Scottish Reports\LayoutCustom 
called Float Report.  This report complements existing reports for Scottish firms by providing a 
client account float calculation at client detail level, matter detail level, or just totals by either client or 
matter. 

The report has the following options: 

Select Data Level: Matter Detail, Client Detail, Matter Totals Only or Client Totals Only. 

Branch: All or individual branches. 

 

An example output of the report run at matter total level is shown below: 
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The report contains the following sections and calculations: 

Client Banks lists all client bank accounts and their current balances. 

Office Controls lists the total control account balances at matter level for client account, unbilled 
disbursements, unpaid bills, unallocated credit and unpaid creditors (for anticipated “not yet paid” 
disbursements). 

Client Dr Balances reports the total value from matter accounts balances where the matter client 
balance is not sufficient to cover the outstanding office balance (client balance is less than unpaid 
bills + unbilled disbursements + unallocated + unpaid creditors + outstanding deferred VAT). 

Float figure is calculated as the total value of Client Banks balance (first section), plus the Office 
Controls total, plus the Client DR Balances figure. For example in the sample output above: 

Float = 2,512,572.97 + (-2,422,133.85) + (-65,065.36) = £25,373.76 

PLEASE NOTE that because of the complexity of the database queries being run by this report, it 
can only be run on SOS versions 5.18.16 or above, and only when Progress OpenEdge 11.7 is 
installed.  It is not supported on 4.18 versions. 

 

Resolved error when accessing restricted SOS matter data from VisualFiles (16574) 

An issue was found when users ran a process in VisualFiles which in turn tried to access a matter in 
SOS Accounts via the link, when the matter was restricted using Data Access Groups, meaning that 
the user was denied access.  As well as receiving a valid warning message informing the user that 
they are not authorised to access the matter, a subsequent error message would also appear: 

 

This issue has now been resolved and if a user is denied access via data access groups to a matter 
in SOS, only the following warning message is shown: 
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Changes to SOS Connect 

Added new scripting card SaveEmailAttachments (14817) 

A new SOS Connect scripting card has been added in this release called SaveEmailAttachments, 
which is shown under in Outlook menu within the script designer.  This new scripting card is 
designed to retrieve an email stored in the document management system, and silently save the 
attachments from that email to separate local files for further processing.  Either all the attachments 
can be saved (the default behaviour), or specific attachments can be saved out to the local file 
system by specifying the required attachment names in a list.  The inputs and outputs for this card 
are below: 

Variable Name Input/Output Type Description 

DocumentID Input Integer The unique ID number of the email message stored within the SOS 
documents system. 

Folder Input String Full path of local folder to save attachment into 

Attachments Input String A pipe (|) delimited list of specific attachment file names to extract.  If not 
specified or empty-string then all attachment files will be saved. 

 

 

Added new scripting card SaveDocumentAsRevision (16525) 

A new scripting card has been added in this release called SaveDocumentAsRevision, which is 
shown under the Documents menu within the script designer.  This new scripting card can be used 
to save any standalone document file as a revision of a document already stored in the SOS 
documents system. 

Variable Name Input/Output Type Description 

Filename Input String Name of the file to upload as a new revision to an existing 
SOS document. 

DocumentId Input Integer The unique ID number of the SOS document to be updated. 

OverwritePreviousRevision Input Boolean If not specified or set to FALSE, the specified file will be 
saved as a new revision of the existing SOS document.  If 
specified as TRUE, the specified file will overwrite the most 
recent revision of the existing SOS document. 

 

The following conditions must be met for this scripting card to successfully update the specified 
document: 

• Filename must refer to an existing file that can be opened & read by the SOS Connect 
application.  If the file does not exist or is in use by another application the card will 
generate an error message and the script will halt 

• DocumentId must refer to a valid document stored in SOS, on an entity which the user has 
access to, and which is not currently checked out to any user 

• The file extension of Filename and the file extension of the document stored in SOS must 
match exactly.  It is not possible for example to save a local file called ABC.DOC as a 
revision to an SOS document with a .DOCX extension 
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Added new Setting for Time Ledger View (15456) 

A new setting has been added in SOS Connect under “TimePosting” labelled “Default end date in 
time ledger”.  This setting allows the end date to be set to a future date in the Time Ledger view 
(Time tab). This can be set in customisation at Firm or User level.  The format of the field is 
DD/MM/YYYY.  As default, this setting is left blank. 
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Updated scripting components for InfoTrack tiles integration (16663) 

An issue was found when using an HTMLPage widget on a fixed custom tab.  When the widget was 
pointing to a web-site and the user clicked on the link, the resulting web page contained in the fixed 
custom tab would not be interactive and would not react to clicks, scroll events etc.  If you used an 
HTMLPage widget on a custom form and pointed the widget to a web-site, the resulting web page 
would be interactive and would respond to clicks, scroll events etc. 

A change has been made in this release to allow the fixed custom tab to work in the same as the 
custom form when adding an HTMLPage widget.  The resulting web page will now be interactive 
and will now respond to clicks, scroll events etc. 

 

Updated scripting card SelectDocFolder to allow it to be run at client level (16682) 

An enhancement has been made to the SelectDocFolder scripting card in this release to enable it 
to be run in a script at Client level.  In previous versions of SOS Connect, you could run a script at 
Client level with a SelectDocFolder scripting card in it, however the card would not return the correct 
EntityType and EntityRef of the Matter the User had selected (i.e. MA / [matter code]).  The 
EntityType and EntityRef would instead be incorrectly returned as that of the Client (i.e. CL / [client 
code]).  This was not correct, given that it is not possible to save Documents at Client level within 
SOS. 

 

Updated document preview features for PDF files (16561) 

An enhancement has been made to the Document Preview panel in SOS Connect in this release.  
These enhancements came about as the result of certain PDF documents not previewing correctly 
within the software. 

A new setting has been added to the Settings screen in SOS Connect as part of this enhancement, 
and can be found under Documents > Preview > Preview PDF files in XPS format.  With this new 
setting switched on (ticked), whenever you preview a PDF document within the Documents tab, the 
Preview panel will display an XPS-format file which is generated on-the-fly from the original PDF 
file. 
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This enhancement was required due to on a small number of machines, the in-built Adobe Internet 
Explorer Add-in which is used to display PDF files within Internet Explorer does not always function 
reliably and can also cause SOS Connect to crash. 

NB: If you find that your PDF document still does not display with this setting switched on, in the first 
instance try clearing your SOS Connect Document Cache.  If you have previously accessed or 
previewed your PDF in SOS Connect, you may have a version of the document in your Document 
Cache prior to taking this update and as such even if you have the XPS format setting switched on, 
a non-XPS format will already exist and this is what SOS Connect will attempt to display. 

 

Update to Standard SOS Script OutlookAttachEmail.sos (16683) 

An enhancement has been made to the standard SOS script OutlookAttachEmail.sos.  This script 
can be found in …SOS\Scripts\System\Outlook. 
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The above screen is separated into essentially four sections: - 

1. This section contains the following fields: - 

Email from : This is a text box which populates with the e-mail address which is fed into the 
script from the e-mail received in Microsoft Outlook. 

Email Subject : This is a read only text box which populates with the e-mail subject which is 
fed into the script from the e-mail received in Microsoft Outlook 

Matter : This is a matter code field where you can enter the matter code of a matter which is 
on your SOS Connect home page, or click on the down arrow to view said home page 
matters, or click on the magnifying glass to manually search for a matter. 

Search for Contact or Matter : This brings up a search window for you to search for a 
contact (individual or organisation) or matter.  You can either double click on a record in the 
list of results to select it, or single click on the record and then click on the forward arrow at 
the top left or bottom right of the screen. 

Override Document Subject : This is a text box where you can enter a new subject 
description which will override the e-mail subject when saving the e-mail into SOS Connect.  
This only changes the subject description in SOS Connect, not in Microsoft Outlook. 
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2. This is a table which will display Suggested Records based on the e-mail address fed into 
the script by Microsoft Outlook : You can either double click on a record in the list to select it, 
or single click on the record and then click on the forward arrow at the top left or bottom right 
of the screen. 
 

3. This is a table which will display your Desktop Matters : You can either double click on a 
record in the list to select it, or single click on the record and then click on the forward arrow 
at the top left or bottom right of the screen. 
 

4. This is a table which will display your My Fee Earners Matters : You can either double click 
on a record in the list to select it, or single click on the record and then click on the forward 
arrow at the top left or bottom right of the screen. 

 

As part of these enhancements, a new script is also now included in the 
…SOS\Scripts\System\Outlook folder.  The script is referenced in the new standard SOS version 
of the script OutlookAttachEmail.sos.  The new script is as follows: - 

Suggested.sos : This script deals with the population of the Suggested Records table as 
described above. 

 

Firms which have a copy of the script OutlookAttachEmail.sos in their Firm folder will not 
automatically get the benefit of the changes made referenced above.  If you are a firm who has a 
copy of this script in their Firm folder, and you also wish to have the benefit of these enhancements, 
you will need to have your in-house scripter review the old and new versions of this script and look 
at incorporating the two into one version. 

 

Customisation 

Also as part of these enhancements, an update to the standard SOS customisation dump file is 
included in this release.  This includes grid customisation settings for the 3 grids displayed in the 
new "OutlookAttachEmail" custom form as shown above. 

 

Updated API services to increase data capacity for SOS Connect settings (16588) 

A change has been made in the SOS Connect client application and API services to allow larger 
settings values to be stored.  In previous versions of the software, multiple copies of a setting value 
(if they existed) would be sent from server to client, with potentially a copy for SOS level, Firm level, 
Department level and specific User level customisation.  This could therefore result in a data row 
containing more than the 32,000 character limit.  If this was to occur, Users would potentially not be 
able to log into the database until the relevant customisation had been amended and affectively 
shortened. 

The fix for this restriction which is included in this release is to stop sending the multiple copies of a 
setting value from server to client, and only send a single value for each setting which is the 
"effective" setting for your login, together with a "Level number". 
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The Level number referred to above is a single digit number to indicate which level the setting is 
defined at (2 = SOS, 4 = Firm, 6 = Department and 8 = specific User).  This Level number is visible 
in the customisation data being sent from server to client if you have SOS Connect Web Services 
Logging switched on, however is for SOS Connect internal use only.  Internally, SOS Connect was 
not making any use of the multiple copies of the settings data apart from using them to calculate the 
hierarchy level that the value was defined at, which is now being done by the server and sent to 
SOS Connect as a single integer value. 

This means it is now possible to define a value for a single setting of up to 30,000 characters and 
for this single setting to have values in all levels of the customisation hierarchy 
(SOS/Firm/Department/User).  We cannot officially support setting values larger than 30,000 
because some headroom is required in the data row to store other items of data (the setting name, 
setting screen label, user id, level number, etc.). 

 

Updates to DocuSign Integration (16639) 

DocuSign integration has been updated in this release.  Below is a table showing functionality that 
is now available for the comma-delimited list of values that can be specified for the TabDefinition 
value of a DocuSign document field in the scripting card DocuSignDocumentSend:    

Position Name Type Description 

10 

 

CustomTabWidth Integer Width of the custom tab.  DocuSign uses 72 DPI when determining 
position (6.94 inches of width = 72 pixels per inch) 

11 CustomTabHeight Integer Height of the custom tab.  DocuSign uses 72 DPI when determining 
position (6.94 inches of width = 72 pixels per inch) 

12 CustomTabRequired Boolean Signer is required to fill out the custom tab if true. 

 

If the CustomTabType is Checkbox, this must be set to false. 

13 ConcealValueOnDocument Boolean Optional element.  If true the field appears normally while the 
recipient is adding or modifying the information in the field, but the 
data is not visible (the characters are hidden by asterisks) to any 
other signer or the sender. When an envelope is completed the 
information is available to the sender through the Form Data link in 
the DocuSign Console. 

 

Example:  

ConcealValueOnDocument  

This is entry number 13 in the comma delimited list of parameters for 
a text box. 

Option can be left blank for default behaviour (not concealed), or set 
to false, or true to mark the text box as “concealed” 

 

While typing 

 

After tabbing out 

 

 

In the final PDF document returned to sender: 

 

 

 

This setting applies only to text boxes and does not affect list boxes, 
radio buttons, or check boxes. 
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Position Name Type Description 

14 CustomTabLocked Boolean Signer cannot change the data of the custom tab if true. 

 

If the CustomTabType is Checkbox, this must be set to false. 

15 CustomTabDisableAutoSize Boolean Default = False 

 

Disables the auto sizing of single line text boxes in the signing 
screen when the signer enters data. 

 

If disabled users will only be able enter as much data as the text box 
can hold. 

 

This property only affects single line text boxes. 

16 CustomTabListItems String Semicolon separated items used in the dropdown list for a 
CustomTabType of “List”. These values may also be specified in the 
Name node; however, this node will take precedence. This can be a 
maximum of 2000 characters. 

17 CustomTabListValues String For Form Field List Box type this is the semi-colon delimited list of 
values to go with the displayed list items set in CustomTabListItems 
or Name. These values are the hidden values of the drop down list 
display items. This can be a maximum of 2000 characters. 

18 CustomTabListSelectedValue String Set this to the default selected item based on the 
CustomTabListValues. If Value is specified that will take precedence. 

19 CustomTabRadioGroupName String This is the group name for a set of radio buttons. The 
CustomTabType must be “Radio”. This may also be specified in the 
TabLabel node; however, this node will take precedence. 

20 CustomTabValidationPattern String Optional Element.  For all custom tab types EXCEPT radio buttons, 
checkboxes, and list items you may supply a regular expression that 
will be validated when data is entered in the field.  

 

If not provided the default DocuSign validation rules will apply. 

 

Javascript RegEx object is used for regular expression validation. 
Regular expressions must be supported by this object to resolve. 

21 CustomTabValidationMessage String Optional Element.  Message to be displayed to the signer if the 
validation rule from CustomTabValidationPattern fails.  

 

If not provided the default DocuSign message will be displayed. 

 

This can be a maximum of 250 characters. 

22 ConditionalParentLabel String Optional Element.  For conditional fields this is the TabLabel of the 
parent tab that controls this tab’s visibility. 

23 ConditionalParentValue String Optional element.  For conditional fields this is the Value of the 
parent tab that controls this tab’s visibility.  

 

If the parent tab is a Checkbox, Radio button, Optional Signature, or 
Optional Initial use “on” as the value to show that the parent tab is 
active. 

24 SharedTab Boolean Optional element for field markup.  When set to true, enables field 
markup for the field. 

25 RequireInitialOnSharedTabChange Boolean Optional element for field markup.  When set to true it requires the 
signer to initial when they modify a shared field. 
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Position Name Type Description 

26 Font Font The font type used for the information in the tab. Possible values are:  

Arial 

ArialNarrow 

Calibri 

CourierNew 

Garamond 

Georgia 

Helvetica 

LucidaConsole 

Tahoma 

TimesNewRoman 

Trebuchet 

Verdana 

OcrA 

MSGothic* 

MSMincho* 

 

*font types are supported in requests, but in responses these font 
types are returned as Arial. 

27 Bold Boolean If true, the information in the tab is bold. 

28 Italic Boolean If true, the information in the tab is italic. 

29 Underline Boolean If true, the information in the tab is underlined. 

30 FontColor FontColor The font color used for the information in the tab. Possible values:  

Black 

BrightBlue 

BrightRed 

DarkGreen 

DarkRed 

Gold 

Green 

NavyBlue 

Purple 

White 

31 FontSize FontSize The font size used for the information in the tab. Possible values are:  

Size7 

Size8 

Size9 

Size10 

Size11 

Size12 

Size14 

Size16 

Size18 

Size20 

Size22 

Size24 

Size26 

Size28 

Size36 

Size48 

Size72 

32 IncludeNoteInEmail Boolean If true, the text in the CustomTabType “Note” tab is included in the 
email message (EmailBlurb) for the recipient. 

33 IsPaymentAmount Boolean When true, sets this as a payment tab.  Can only be used with 
CustomTabType: Text, Number, List or Formula. The value of the 
tab must be a number. 
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Position Name Type Description 

34 Formula String The Formula string contains the TabLabel for the reference tabs 
used in the formula and calculation operators. Each TabLabel must 
be contained in brackets. This can be a maximum of 2000 
characters.  

 

Example: Three tabs (TabLabels: Line1, Line2, and Tax) need to be 
added together.  

 

The formula string would be: [Line1]+[Line2]+[Tax] 

35 RoundDecimalPlaces Integer Sets the number of digits after the decimal point in a 
CustomTabType Formula tab. Can only have the values of 0 or 2. 

36 MaxLength Integer Sets the maximum number of characters a signer can enter in the 
tag.  

 

This is only active if CustomTabType is set to Text, Date, Number, 
SSN, ZIP5, ZIP5DASH4, or Email 

37 SenderRequired Boolean When true for a tab in a template, the sender must populate the tab 
before an envelope can be sent using the template.  

 

The value is only checked if the CustomTabType is List or Text. 

 

Note: This option does not function with the 
CreateEnvelopeFromTemplates method.  

 

If you want to send from a template that has this option enabled, you 
must use the CreateEnvelopeFromTemplatesAndForms method. 

38 RequireAll Boolean Optional element associated with SharedTab element (field markup).  

 

When true and SharedTab is true, information must be entered in 
this field to complete the envelope. 

39 TabOrder Positive 
Integer  

A positive integer that sets the order the tab is navigated to during 
signing. Tabs on a page are navigated to in ascending Tab order 
value, starting with the lowest number and moving to the highest. If 
two or more tabs have the same Tab order number, the normal auto-
navigation setting behaviour for the envelope is used. 

 

SOS does not support the following fields that are available in DocuSign as they do not apply to our 
integration: 

- TemplateLocked 
- TemplateRequired 
- MergeFieldXml 
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Changes to SOS Accounts and SOS Connect 

Added new option to hide custom tabs in SOS Connect (16276) 

A new option has been added to the custom tab maintenance screen in SOS Accounts in the form 
of a tick-box which is labelled “Hidden in SOS Connect”.  When this new option is ticked, the 
custom tab in question will be hidden from view in the navigation menu of SOS Connect, however 
will remain fully visible in SOS Accounts. 

 

When you have a custom tab group which contains more than one custom tab, setting only one of 
the custom tabs to being “hidden” will result in the remainder of the custom tab group still being 
visible in SOS Connect.  Only the “hidden” custom tab will not be visible.  If, however you set all the 
custom tabs within your custom tab group to be “hidden”, all the custom tabs as well as the custom 
tab group itself will not be visible within the navigation menu of SOS Connect. 

Prior to this release, the only way to hide a custom tab and / or custom tab group in the navigation 
menu of SOS Connect was to add each individual custom tab (…|Custom Tab Group NameCustom 
Tab Name|…) into the Suppressed Actions field in the Windows section of the SOS Connect 
Settings screen.  If firms have a large number of screens and / or custom tabs which they wish to 
hide from view within SOS Connect, using the suppressed actions setting to list these could result in 
a 32kb limit being reached and errors being returned within the software.  The new “Hidden in SOS 
Connect” option now included in this release gives the affected firms a solution to these errors. 

If firms wish to hide the custom tabs within SOS Accounts instead of or as well as in SOS Connect, 
they can make use of the existing tick-box in custom tabs maintenance labelled “Hidden in SOS 
Accounts”. 

Whether or not the custom tabs are hidden in either SOS Accounts or SOS Connect, these custom 
tabs can still be added to entities such as a matter, client, contact, etc. (subject to how they have 
been setup initially in maintenance) and data can be added, removed or read using existing 
standard functions, such as SOS Connect scripting. 
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Enhancements to EFT 

Added new Metro Bank payment formats (16544) 

Three new EFT payment formats are included in this release, all for Metro Bank.  These new 
formats are listed below: - 

• MasterMetroBankBACS.xslt 

• MasterMetroBankCHAPS.xslt 

• MasterMetroBankFasterPayments.xslt 

 

Added new Lloyds Commercial Banking On-Line CHAPS payment format (16653 / 16656) 

A small change has been made to the EFT payment file creation format for Lloyds Commercial 
Banking On-Line CHAPS: where the payment is in relation to a matter the SOS matter code will now 
be included in column 4 of the electronic payment file sent to the bank.  This change is included in 
the master XSLT template file MasterLloydsCBOCHAPS.xslt. 

In addition to the above change, the beneficiary name limit has been extended from 18 characters 
to 35 characters. 

 

Changes to SOS Services 

Update to server-side e-mail filing in handling dates of e-mails as attachments (16713) 

A change has been made to the Server-Side e-mail filing service in this release when dealing with 
e-mails which contain other e-mails as attachments.  In previous releases, an attachment e-mail 
would be saved into SOS Connect with the same date as the parent e-mail, even if the attachment 
e-mail had a different date.  The change made in this release now means that the attachment e-mail 
maintains its own date, and will show as such and not default to the same as the parent e-mail 
(unless the parent e-mail and attachment e-mail already have the same date as each other). 

 

Utilities 

Added new option in UpdLAContsSubRefs.r to change CDS Schedule Number (16546) 

A new option has been added to the Utility UpdLAContsSubRefs.r which is selected via a check 
box labelled "Set / Update Schedule Number". This option allows the criminal / civil schedule 
numbers to be either set where not already set or updated where the schedule number has 
changed. This Utility only applies to live matters. 
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Updated utility UTSetPermittedNetworkDomains (16612) 

The utility UTSetPermittedNetworkDomains.r has been rewritten in this release to make it run 
more reliably when the SOS Accounts application object code is stored on a network drive.  The 
new version of the utility is in the same location as previously: …\SOSObject\PM\SOS\Utilities\. 

 

Added new utility to perform bulk conflict checks from CSV file (16566) 

A new standalone utility has been added to this release to allow conflict searching to be done in 
bulk based on a supplied list of names and details in a CSV flat file.  Full details on this new utility 
can be found in the accompanying document named Bulk Conflict Search Utility. 

 

Resolved issue in client data redaction utility (16671) 

A change has been made to the client redaction utility (ClientRedaction.r) to deal with an issue 
which was found when dealing with non-redacted documents at client level.  In previous versions, 
the document logic used in the utility was incorrect and essentially reversed.  The logic has been 
corrected in this release and as such clients will correctly show ready for redaction, or not 
depending on whether or not there are non-redacted documents present. 

NB: It is not possible to create or save documents at client level in SOS.  Any documents which are 
saved at client level will have come about following a conversion into SOS software from another 
system. 

As part of this amendment, the tick box label as highlighted in the screenshot below has been 
changed from “Include Clients Which Fail Matter / Archive Checks” to “Include Clients Which 
Fail Validation Checks” to make it more relevant (this tick box controls behaviour not only based 
on Matters and Archives, but also other items such as Documents). 
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Added utility FixCustomDataNumbers to check/fix custom data numeric values (16721/16722) 

In release versions 4.18.13 and 5.18.13 a fix was made to the data storage format for numeric 
numbers in custom data under ticket number 16117.   The fixes released in this version were 
designed to ensure that ODBC queries would run successfully when retrieving decimal or integer 
custom data fields with values larger than 1000: the storage of the comma thousand-separator 
characters was removed.    

A further fix has been made in this release to cover the case of negative decimal or integer values in 
custom data, to ensure that the minus sign indicator is placed at the start of the numeric value 
rather than at the end.  From versions 4.18.13 and 5.18.13, where negative numbers have been 
entered into custom data decimal or integer fields, and an ODBC query is then run to extract these 
values, the query would fail to run with the following error: 

Invalid number string (7498) 

A data fix has also been supplied in this release which can be run at any time to check and correct 
the data format of negative numeric values stored in custom data.  The utility is called 
FixCustomDataNumbers.r and is supplied in the sosobject\utilities folder. The screen below 
gives the user the pathway to where the log will be held after the utility has been executed.  

In SOS Accounts, navigate to the utilities window using File > Setup> Preferences > Utilities, then 
use the browse button to find the FixCustomDataNumbers.r utility (under \sosobject\utilities). 
Then click Run Procedure: 
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The utility will inform the user when the process has been completed and will display a smaller 
screen notifying the user of how many custom data values were corrected.  

 

 

Below is a sample log file showing the custom data fixes that the utility performed: 
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Updated Archive Data Import Utility (16539) 

As part of this release, the standard utility ArchiveCSV.r (supplied in the \sosobject\PM folder) has 
been updated to allow additional archive-level data to be updated in bulk from a CSV file.  Full 
details on this updated utility can be found in the accompanying document named Updated 
Archive Data Import Utility. 
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Resolved Issues & Minor Changes 

SOS Accounts & SOS Connect 

Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Accounts postings: 
unallocate credit (UAC) 

It has previously been possible to create an “unallocate credit” (UAC) accounts 
posting with a value exceeding the total available value of allocated credit for a 
particular paid ledger item.  For example: 

- there is a fully unpaid bill with gross value £436.80 
- a client-to-office transfer of £436.80 is posted and pays the bill in full 
- the bill is then partially credit-noted for £61.64 gross 
- this releases £61.64 of unallocated credit from the paid bill: at this 

point the amount of credit allocated to the bill is only £375.16 

In previous versions it has been possible to post an unallocate credit (UAC) 
against the bill for the full £436.80.  This is incorrect and the over-inflation of 
unallocated credit ends up with an incorrect ledger entry against X20, causing 
a ledger imbalance.  This fault has now been fixed and it is no longer possible 
to unallocate a larger amount of credit than the paid value of the ledger item. 

16589 

Accounts postings: 
unallocate credit (UAC) 

In previous versions it has not been possible to post an “unallocate credit” 
(UAC) entry against a paid office-to-client transfer (OC) or a paid office-to-
office transfer with VAT on bill (OOVU).  For example: 

- post an office-to-client (OC), transferring a value from office balance 
to client account on a single matter 

- post an office receipt (OR) posting, and allocate the office credit to 
the OC posting 

At this point in previous versions, attempting to post a UAC entry to remove an 
amount of credit allocation from the OC would not be possible because the OC 
posting was not shown as an available transaction in the UAC posting screen.  
From this release, available OC and OOVU postings will now be shown. 

16193,16520 

Accounts Postings: 

Write off Bill (WB) 

When performing a ‘undo’ on a Bill that has been written off (WB) the 
transaction failed to appear back on the Monthly - Aged Debt Report. The fault 
occurred when the outstanding value failed to be updated with the original 
value and remained at £0.00. 

This error has been rectified by updating the outstanding value in the Bills 
table. This included the retrieval of the transaction number of the bill posting 
which allowed the correct bill to be updated. This issue has been fixed in this 
release with all undone WB transactions appearing back onto the Monthly – 
Aged Debt Report.  

16437, 16496 

Data Issue in Custom Data In release versions 4.18.13 and 5.18.13 a fix was made to the data storage 
format for numeric numbers in custom data under issue number 16117.   The 
fixes released in this version were designed to ensure that ODBC queries 
would run successfully when retrieving decimal or integer custom data fields 
with values larger than 1000: the storage of the comma thousand-separator 
characters was removed.   A further fix has been made in this release to cover 
the case of negative decimal or integer values in custom data, to ensure that 
the minus sign indicator is placed at the start of the numeric value rather than 
at the end.  From versions 4.18.13 and 5.18.13, where negative numbers have 
been entered into custom data decimal or integer fields, and an ODBC query is 
then run to extract these values, the query would fail to run with following error: 

 

Invalid number string (7498) 

 

A data fix has also been supplied in this release which can be run at any time 
to check and correct the data format of negative numeric values stored in 
custom data.  The utility is called FixCustomDataNumbers.r and is supplied 
in the sosobject\utilities folder.  Notes relating to this utility are above in the 
main release notes area of this document. 

16721,16722 
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SOS Accounts 

Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Suppliers An issue was found in supplier payment with the option to pay all. After clicking 
pay all the Paid field was not being updated with the amount of all the invoices. 
This issue has now been fixed and will display the total amount of the invoices 
being paid. 

16632 

Data Warehouse / Accounts 
Postings 

An issue was found with the Warehouse that when you undo a write-off bill 
posting the outstanding value was not being updated correctly in the system 
which would lead to balance issues the next time the warehouse ran. This 
issue has been resolved in this release. 

 

16609 

Supplier Maintenance An issue was found with Supplier Maintenance and the Supplier Post NL Code 
drop down list of Nominal codes that they showed out of order and showed 
codes that should been hidden. This issue has been resolved in this release. 

16532 

Ability to “Tab Out” of Matter 
Description Field 

Following the initial screen changes which were implemented in SOS Accounts 
in the release of 4.18.15 and 5.18.15, the ability to “tab out” of the Matter 
Description field while in Amend mode was removed.  This has now been re-
implemented and you can once again “tab out” of the Description field. 

16674 

Solcase An issue was found when undoing time in Visual Files when the DT001 call is 
received in SOS Accounts it was not updating the fields Undo-User and Undo-
Date in the TRTRANS table. When time was undone in SOS Accounts these 
fields were updated correctly. This issue has been resolved in this release. 

16236 

Speed An issue has been found with the speed of document retrieval when the 
system was performing an access check for each document. A change has 
been made to improve the performance by changing how the checks are 
made. 

16689 

Utilities screen Improvements have been made in the SOS Accounts Utilities screen (File → 
Setup → Preferences → Utilities) to improve the ability to run certain class-
based utilities from the sosobject folder when this folder is a sub-folder of 
another folder called sos.  Previously it was not always possible to run class-
based utilities (e.g. \sosobject\PM\SOS\Utilties\UTDocumentAttach) when 
the sosobject folder was within a parent folder also called sos. 

16673 

 

SOS Connect  

Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Bill Write Off Postings A discrepancy in behaviour between SOS Accounts and SOS Connect was 
found when dealing with WB (Bill Write-Off) postings for aged bills.  When 
making the posting via SOS Connect, the whole (gross) value of the bill would 
always be posted to the X10 nominal and nothing to the VAT nominal.  This 
discrepancy has now been resolved and the behaviour between SOS 
Accounts and SOS Connect is now consistent.  If the VAT Reclaim flag is set, 
then if the age of the bill at the point of write-off is between the dates specified 
in maintenance, then the VAT is automatically reclaimed. If, however the flag is 
set but the age of the bill at the point of write-off is outside of the dates 
specified in maintenance, the user will be prompted to choose to reclaim the 
VAT or not. 

16556 

Displaying Document 
Revisions in a Table 

An issue was found when displaying document revisions in a table in SOS 
Connect where not all of the said revisions of a document would be displayed.  
A specific example of this is when you have a script which wants to display 
revisions in a table, and you run this from within the document properties 
screen having right clicked on one of the document revisions.  The resulting 
table would only display that one revision which you have right clicked on.  
This issue has now been resolved and all document revisions will be 
displayed. 

16591 
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Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Connect integration with 
Oyez Word forms 

A fault has been found in the Connect integration with Oyez Word Forms when 
the Oyez master form library is on a network folder which is being referenced 
on the client machine as a UNC path without a mapped drive, e.g.  

\\svrlive\centralshare\Oyez\MasterLibrary 

rather than: 

X:\Oyez\MasterLibrary 

The following error message would be shown in the Connect application at the 
point of running the RunTemplate card: 

 Error while generating document 

 An error while generating document 

Sorry, we couldn’t find your file.  Was it moved, renamed or 
deleted? 

This error message was being returned by Microsoft Word because Connect 
was sending it an incorrect document template file name. 

This issue has now been resolved. 

16672 

Custom form table layout 
control / validation scripts 

Since the introduction of the new TableLayout layout option in the SOS 
Connect custom form designer (in versions 4.18.13 and 5.18.13), it has not 
been possible to run validation scripts for widgets placed inside a TableLayout 
cell.  Changing the value of a widget placed directly on the custom form design 
surface triggers the running of the internal validation script when the widget 
value is changed, but this validation script trigger was not firing for widgets 
placed inside TableLayout cells.  This issue has been resolved. 

16683 

External concurrent batch 
processes using the same 
user account 

In previous versions, if two external integration applications were logged into 
an SOS appserver with the same user ID and actively making API calls in 
parallel, certain concurrent operations were found to be occasionally delaying 
each other while the same database records were being updated. 

For example, when two integrating applications are logged in to the same SOS 
appserver with the same user ID at the same time, and both applications are 
posting time as the same user, the server-side updates to that user’s “last used 
matters” list were causing occasional delays in one of the sessions.  This delay 
could be up to 20 seconds on large systems with a high level of server activity. 

Changes have been made in this release so that when the “last used matters” 
list for a particular user ID is being updated, if two such requests occur in 
parallel for the same user from two processes and one process cannot make 
the update immediately because entries in the USERITEM table are already 
locked, the update will be abandoned immediately. This will not be detrimental 
to the operation for “normal” user sessions, but will improve performance 
especially when high-volume operations are being performed by external batch 
processes connecting to SOS with the same user ID in parallel.  

16659 

 

 

Reports link Via Connect  An error message was displayed when using the accounts link within SOS 
Connect to open up the Reports/Monthly SOS Accounts reports area:  

 

 

 

This has been resolved.  

16696 
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Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Document Attachment  

 

 

 

A fault was introduced in 4.18.15 and 5.18.15 as an unexpected side-effect of 
the work done on ticket number 16558.  The change made to the SOS 
Connect document check-in process in 4.18.15 and 5.18.15 was done to 
ensure that all files due for check-in are both readable and writeable by SOS 
Connect, because some document editing applications allow the file to be read 
by another application while the document is still open for editing.  As a result 
of this change, files marked as read-only could no longer be dragged/dropped 
into SOS Connect, or more generally checked-in as new documents using the 
DbCreateDocument card. 

The above was because the document check-in process was trying to check 
that the new file was both readable and writeable, which fails for read-only 
files.  This issue has now been resolved by checking if the required file is 
marked as read-only, and if it is then it is only checked for read-access before 
allowing it to be checked in. 

16692 

Updated iManage 
integration stability 

Updates have been made in this release to add stability fixes to iManage 
Workspace creation via iTemplates, and also when updates are being made to 
existing iManage Workspaces.  These fixes include a silent auto-retry 
mechanism for the REST API calls being made from SOS Connect to the 
iManage server to improve integration resilience. 

16733 

Added iManage integration 
features 

In this release an additional iManage integration component has been added 
to Connect scripting called iManageCheckFolderExists.  This new scripting 
card has the following input and output properties: 

WorkspaceID (string input) – the ID of the iManage workspace to check 

FolderPath (string input) – folder path to check 

FolderExists (Boolean output) – returns TRUE if the specified folder already 
exists on the specified iManage Workspace, or FALSE if not 

 

In addition, the existing scripting card iManageUpload, used to upload a new 
document to iManage, has been given an additional output property called 
DocumentID, which returns the unique ID string of the document allocated by 
iManage when the document is successfully uploaded.  This can be captured 
in scripting and used in later workflows, for example to display the document 
directly from iManage. 

16736 

Adobe Sign / Echo Sign 
integration 

When the first version of SOS Adobe Sign integration using their new REST 
API services was released (versions 4.18.14 / 5.18.14 patch 2), a fault was 
introduced whereby the value specified in the input property 
RecipientMessage of the EchoSignDocumentSend scripting card would 
cause the PDF document filename to be incorrectly set to the specified 
recipient message, rather than retaining the original file name.  This issue has 
now been fixed.  The delivered PDF filename will now retain the original file 
name as specified in the DocumentPath property, without the file extension. 

16664 
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SOS Utilities 

Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Updated utilities to set blank 
matter open dates 
(UTSetEmptyMatOpenDate.r 

/UTSetEmptyMatOpenDate2.r)  

These utilities allow matters with a blank “open date” to be updated in bulk with 
a calculated or default matter open date.   

Where the matter open date is blank, the open date is now correctly set on 
both the archive and matter record for an archived matter, which was not the 
case previously (only the matter open date was being updated).   

16647 

Resolved issue in document 
deletion utility 
DeleteDocuments.r 

A fault has been found in this utility specifically when run on a system where a 
number of document archiving processes have been run (where historical 
document files have been moved to off-line read-only storage). 

In this scenario, the utility can only delete the live documents that it can, but it 
keeps a record of archive document volume names that contain documents 
that were within scope of the deletion criteria specified.  When the deletion 
process is complete, for any documents that were in scope but which are 
marked as “archived”, the utility was designed to show a final message to the 
user containing the list of document archive volume references that may need 
to be physically destroyed.  A fault in this design caused the list of archived 
document volume references to build up in memory and ultimately this fault 
caused the following error message to be displayed at the very end of the 
document deletion process: 

 

REPLACE/CONCAT may not result in data > 32000 bytes (11678) 

 

This error message did not affect the deletion process at all: it occurred at the 
point where the utility was trying to notify the user of all the archived document 
volume references that were encountered.  This fault is now fixed. 

In addition to this fix, some performance improvements have also been made 
which should reduce the run-time of this utility on systems that have a very 
large number of document entries in the HISTORY table (in the order of 
several million documents). 

16484 

Updated nominal data 
checking utility NomChk.r 

The nominal data checking utility NomChk.r has been improved in this release 
to ensure that it correctly ignores brought-forward converted transactions with 
posting type OP, nominal code X08 and contra-code BFDISB which may have 
been created as part of the data migration process to keep the office ledger in 
balance as a result of converting historical credit note postings. 

In previous versions these special balancing entries were incorrectly being 
picked up by NomChk.r and accumulated into a running balance figure, with 
the result that the error type would be reported as Bals Differ. 

From this release on, these special ledger entries will now be ignored in the 
same way as brought-forward bills and credit notes.  For freshly converted 
databases at the point of go-live, this change should result in the running 
balance value of X08 postings being reported as zero, with the error type No 
Postings as expected.  Below is a small extract from a NomChk.r report 
showing the difference between previous versions and this release. 

 

Before: 

Code Fe  Mt                 Running Bal   NOMACC Pd Bal Error Type 

X08  AGS G211 Costs Billed      5175.00         4500.00 Bals Differ 

 

After: 

Code Fe  Mt                 Running Bal   NOMACC Pd Bal Error Type 

X08  AGS G211 Costs Billed         0.00         4500.00 No Postings 

 

16306 

Updated SOS database merge 
utility ApplySequenceOffset.r 

This utility, used for SOS-SOS database mergers, has been updated to ensure 
that all sequential-number-style unique references (e.g. contacts, organisations 
and archives) are updated with the specified offsets in the database table 
ENTITY-ACCESS-GROUPS.  This utility is for SOS internal use only. 

16746 
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Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Updated database integrity 
checking utility 
DataIntegrityCheck.r 

This utility, designed for SOS internal use only, is used to find, report on, and 
optionally fix a range of data integrity issues within the SOS database at the 
point of going live with either a new full data migration or merger of additional 
data from another system.   

In previous versions of this utility, with both the Fix Errors and Time Postings  
options selected, the utility would always move future-posted time (based on 
year/period) back into the current year/period of the relevant branch.  This is 
not always desirable.  This utility now has a new option which the operator can 
set as required, which becomes visible when both the Fix Errors and Time 
Postings are selected (which can only be done if the operator is currently 
logged in as SOS administrator). 

The default setting for this new option is OFF, indicating that future-posted time 
will NOT be moved back to branch current year/period, but can be switched on 
as required to replicate previous behaviour. 

 

16615 

Updated matter type migration 
utility GlobalMTAmend.r 

The utility GlobalMTAmend.r is used to migrate data referencing one matter 
type to another matter type.  This utility has been updated to ensure that when 
the destination matter type does not yet exist, when it is created by this utility 
the new matter type will inherit the data access security settings defined on the 
original matter type.   

In addition, a fault in this utility has been resolved when using the input CSV 
file option.  When the CSV mapping file is mapping two different current matter 
type codes to the same destination matter type code which does not yet exist, 
with the option “rename old code to new code” is switched on.   

In previous versions, the following error would occur in this scenario just before 
the second matter type mapping process was about to run: 

 

** Attribute SCREEN-VALUE for the COMBO-BOX cb-MT-NEW has an 
invalid value … (4058) 

 

This error related to the behaviour of the screen only, specifically the selected 
drop down list item for the new matter types box.  Clicking through this error 
message would continue with all required updates. 

This issue has been resolved. 

16752 
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Software Area Description Ticket No(s) 

Updated client recoding utility 
UTClientRecode.r 

The utility UTClientRecode.r, supplied in the \sosobject\PM folder, is used to 
change the unique client code of an existing client and all related data.  This 
utility has been updated to remove the check on checked-out documents: it is 
now possible to run the client recoding process while users have documents 
checked out on matters relating to the client being recoded.  The utility has 
also been updated to generate an output log file, rather than reflecting the 
updates being made on the screen. 

The consequence of these changes is that if a user is in the process of working 
on a checked-out document on a matter that becomes recoded to a new 
matter code as a result of running this utility, the following message will be 
displayed when the user attempts to check their document changes back in: 

 

 

 

On receiving this message, the user working on the document will need to 
close down the matter window with the document left checked-out, then re-
open the matter again using it’s new matter code, navigate to the documents 
screen and check the amended document in from there.  No document 
changes will be lost as a result.   

This change of behaviour brings the client recoding utility in line with the SOS 
Accounts “Amend Matter Code” functionality, which allows a matter code to be 
changed while documents are checked out, with the same result and resolution 
as described above when documents are checked out. 

16759 

 


